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1 Introduction

The competition between stock exchanges as well as between exchanges and alterna-

tive trading systems is currently the subject of much interest. In Europe, with the

removal of currency risk between most of the main markets, institutional investors’

trading strategies are more and more designed along industry sector rather than ge-

ographical lines, and fund managers are keen to choose the best mode of execution

when several trading venues are available. The exchanges themselves are increasingly

structured like private companies and have as main business interest to attract listings

and order flow. Although most of the academic evidence so far seems to come from

US studies, the European situation should supply an interesting background in which

to examine these issues: order flow in the stocks of mainland European countries has

been fragmented between the (largely order-driven) Continental exchanges and a

network of broker-dealers at the London Exchange since the mid-1980s.Continental

European stocks thus have been routed off the domestic exchanges to London dealers

over the past decade, but it remains unclear what the nature of this competition is.

The case of French stocks simultaneously traded on the Paris Bourse and in London

has been the focus of most previous studies (Röell (1992), Pagano and Röell (1993),

de Jong, Nijman, and Röell (1995), Jacquillat and Gresse (1998), Hamet (2000))

because it pits the dual-capacity firms which are members of the London exchange

against what is regarded as the archetypal electronic order-driven system, in opera-

tion at the Bourse. de Jong, Nijman, and Röell (1995) reported that trading the most

liquid French stocks in London appeared more expensive than in the home market

for some measures of trading cost. One explanation from evidence in Jacquillat and

Gresse (1998) is that London broker-dealers may behave essentially as wholesale bro-

kers, pure intermediaries between their clients and the home markets, while reporting

their trading activity to the London exchange. However, Röell (1992) suggested that

London firms may also supply liquidity services that are lacking on the home market.

This is what we examine in the current paper.

The Paris Bourse switched in the mid-1980s to what is considered the closest ap-

proximation to a pure electronic order book, without designated market-makers to

supply continuity or stabilisation services. Glosten (1994) thus concludes his theo-

retical analysis of the properties of the order-driven system by citing the Bourse (and

the competition it faces from London dealers). Determining the nature of the role of
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London-based firms in those dually-traded stocks is therefore important because it

allows us to examine whether and when a consolidated electronic order book requires

additional sources of liquidity. All major equity markets now feature public limit

order exposure, and the emphasis of the debate on the design of trading systems

surrounds how dealership arrangements should be incorporated within a generally

order-driven environment to serve different trading needs or to complement liquidity

under different market conditions. If the London dual-capacity firms only acted as

brokers (as opposed to dealers supplying liquidity) this would indicate that a mature

order-driven system can meet most trading needs on its own.

We specify a panel model of the market share of London-based broker-dealers, draw-

ing from evidence in previous work on these markets, as well as on the survey study of

the trading practices of Paris-based institutional investors of Demarchi and Thomas

(2001). Our results indicate that the share of the London market in total order flow

is sensitive to certain trade characteristics and to the state of the order book. It fluc-

tuates significantly on a daily basis, in a manner related to measures of book depth,

overall activity, average trade size, order flow imbalances, and spreads. This suggests

that the markets complement one another to a significant extent. Our findings are

also related to Biais, Hillion, and Spatt (1995): while these authors examine the

behaviour of competing liquidity suppliers on the Paris limit order book, we report

evidence of another level of liquidity supply from the London exchange member firms,

off the same order book. More generally, these results are relevant to the current de-

bate on the design of optimal trading systems, and suggest that the electronic order

book is not (yet) “inevitable”.

In the next section, we review the related theory and empirical work on these markets.

In section 3, we supply a detailed description of the current trading arrangements at

both exchanges, and of the dataset. Section 4 documents patterns in market activity

and market shares for the sample stocks. In section 5, we conduct a panel analysis of

the determinants of London dealers’ market share, the results of which are reported

in section 6. A conclusion follows.
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2 Related research

2.1 Theory

Three strands of the theoretical literature may be relevant to our empirical investi-

gation: analyses of multi-market trading of securities, models comparing auction and

dealership systems, and models of “upstairs” markets.

Early work on inter-market competition by Pagano (1989) models how trading activ-

ity may gravitate towards a single venue when the exchanges considered are similarly

structured, and in a framework where trading is liquidity-motivated. Because of

liquidity externalities, trading is predicted to consolidate on the market which is ex-

pected to be the most active. Chowdhry and Nanda (1991) also consider two markets

similarly structured and competing for order flow, this time with informed traders.

Their model predicts that order flow will gravitate towards the market with the low-

est trading costs or greater depth à la Kyle (1985). The main empirical implication of

the model in Madhavan, Glen, and Domowitz (1998) is that the effect of cross-listing

on a second market will depend on the quality of information flows between markets.

In their framework, cross-listing results in an overall improvement in market quality

for investors if information flows freely between the “home” and the remote markets

because it induces a new clientele of foreign investors to trade the stock. In the case

of low information linkages, the existence of a competing market results in the diver-

sion of some informative order flow towards it, and market quality is lowered. This

analysis doesn’t predict towards which market trading may consolidate and doesn’t

feature differently structured trading systems.

In contrast, a second strand of research analyses the differences between auction

and dealership structures, and derives the properties of price processes under these

different trading arrangements (examples are Madhavan (1992), Pagano and Röell

(1996), or Biais, Foucault, and Salanié (1998)). Finally, the London market could be

likened to an “upstairs” venue, where large trades are “facilitated” non-anonymously.

Seppi (1990) argues that non-anonymous trading allows upstairs brokers to audit

the trading motives of the ‘buy side”, effectively acting as a device screening out

information-based traders.

These three approaches individually focus on different aspects of the relationships be-
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tween markets, but the nature of the trading environment in our stocks is such that

all three interact: two trading venues running simultaneously, differently structured

and with different degrees of anonymity. The multi-market trading literature only

considers competition between similarly structured exchanges. The auction/dealer

analyses do not model a choice between trading systems running simultaneously, with

switching of order flow (and moreover, the London market is not a dealership mar-

ket in a meaningful sense with competing market-makers posting continuous quotes

which can be hit by any market participant). The network of London member firms

also remains quite different from the upstairs market of US literature, which is implic-

itly or explicitly modelled as a search/brokerage mechanism (Burdett and O’Hara,

1987), not one supplying immediacy but where executing a large trade may take an

entire day. This in turn stems from the main institutional feature of the NYSE up-

stairs markets, which is compulsory interaction with the downstairs markets (order

book and trading floor). Because the London dealers operate off-exchange, Conti-

nental markets are unable to enforce interaction with their order books. Upon closer

examination, therefore, the empirical predictions contained in the theoretical litera-

ture appear somewhat difficult to relate directly to the trading environment in the

current paper.

2.2 Empirical work

As mentioned before, most empirical research in cross-traded European equities since

the late 1980s has focused on “blue-chip” French stocks because the Paris Bourse

chose a continuous, electronic limit order book around the time the London exchange

was adopting a pure dealership structure. Early reasons given (e.g., by Pagano and

Röell (1990)) for the success of London dealers in attracting order flow in Continental

stocks suggested tax differentials (since no tax was levied on transactions in foreign

shares in London) or regulatory arbitrage (institutional investors would favour the

opacity of the London market). But foreign investors have been exempted from

paying the French tax on financial transactions since early 1994 and trade disclosure

requirements have been modified several times during the 1990s: they were relaxed in

Paris for block trades (September 1994), and made more stringent in London between

the implementation of the European Investment Services Directive (ISD) in 1996, and

March of 1999. A decline in the amounts traded in London was predicted to follow
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this increased transparency (Pagano and Steil, 1996), but, as figure 1 shows, none

of these changes had a noticeable effect on the amount of turnover in French stocks

reported in London over the period. The apparent market share of London firms in

total order flow in French stocks has remained very sizeable (between 40 and 50%)

and more or less constant over most of the 1990s.

Comparisons of trading costs in both markets also left the issue unsolved. de Jong,

Nijman, and Röell (1995, p. 1298) report that the Paris market appears cheaper for

the measures of trading costs they use, and conclude: “All in all, our results do not

explain the overwhelming success of SEAQ-International in capturing wholesale trade

in non-British equities. Perhaps factors such as immediacy and execution risk play a

crucial role.” Consistently with this, Röell (1992) used order data to produce pictures

of the bid and ask schedules in the Bourse order book, and of dealer “schedules”

made up of the quotes of London firms in the same stock.1 These pictures strongly

suggested that London dealers were more competitive in large trade sizes. However,

the data Röell used in that study was collected from screen shots only for one stock

on one day, as detailed order data were (and still are) not available for this market.

Moreover, activity and liquidity on the Bourse have improved very significantly since

that time: total turnover by number of shares traded increased by a factor of nearly

five between end-1991 and end-1999,2 while Hamon (1996) documents a decline in

effective spreads for a sample of actively traded stocks of about 35% between 1991

and 1995 only.3 He also reports significantly increased values for depth at the best

quotes over the same period.

There are also reasons why liquidity comparisons may not (or no longer) be useful

to explain why order flow is sent to London. In a field study, Jacquillat and Gresse

(1998) survey five SEAQ-I dealers during 25 trading days in 1995. They report that on

average, 59% of the daily trading volume reported by the London firms is ultimately

executed on the Paris Bourse. Although the authors do not rule out a liquidity

service, their study has been widely interpreted as evidence of London-based firms

1Bid and ask quotes were actually posted by London firms at the time.
2For CAC40 component stocks. As a comparison, turnover in DJIA stocks over the same period

increased by a factor of 3.5, and turnover in Footsie-100 stocks in London by a factor of 1.6 (Datas-
tream data). The comparison is of course biased since the two Anglo-saxon markets were already
liquid and mature ten years ago but the Bourse was starting from a much lower level of activity.

3Equally-weighted average for 25 actively-traded stocks, computed from stock-by-stock data in
Hamon (1996).
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acting as remote brokers, collecting order flow from their clients and largely using the

home exchanges to offload inventories. Another possible role of these firms may be

to create a new clientele for the stocks by marketing them to Anglo-saxon (or other)

institutional investors. Indeed, this “advertising” function of dealers is regarded

by Angel and Aggarwal (1997) as the main advantage to companies of listing on a

dealership market. This increased investor recognition should in turn presumably

lead to a lowering of the cost of capital. If London firms behave as pure brokers or

market the stocks to a new clientele of institutions, their market share should not

fluctuate in a way systematically related to the liquidity available in the home order

book.

Demarchi and Thomas (2001) provide useful evidence to predict when large investors

may route order flow from the domestic order books to dual-capacity firms operating

off-exchange. They conduct a survey of Paris-based institutional investors, compara-

ble in spirit to the ones undertaken by Economides and Schwartz (1995) and Schwartz

and Steil (1996), to assess the trade-off between immediacy and trading costs for US

and European fund managers (respectively), although the survey of Demarchi and

Thomas (2001) is more detailed in several respects. In particular, part of their ques-

tionnaire asks portfolio managers under what circumstances they would break up an

order and work it through the book over one or several trading days, or decide to

bypass the book entirely. In their responses, fund managers appear to put execution

risk - the risk that the equilibrium price will adversely change between the time the

order is left in the book and its actual execution (or even that part or all of the

order will not execute at all) - as well as the minimisation of the price impact of their

trades at the top of their concerns. Asked in several instances when they consider

the market in a stock to be illiquid, or when they would choose to trade off the book,

they mention the lack of quantities and/or the poor limit prices available in it. They

are therefore implicitly examining the whole of the bid-ask schedules and, with an

order size in mind, assessing execution risk and price impact from the lengths and

slopes of these schedules. A widely used indicator also involves comparing the size of

the order with the average daily volume in the stock. Interestingly, best book spreads

- the focus of most of the theoretical and empirical microstructure literature - are

ranked low when choosing a mode of execution. Surprisingly also, the desire to avoid

revealing information by using the trade publication delays available with the Bourse

off-book arrangements is not ranked highly either, implying that fund managers may
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not value opacity as much as was previously thought. This is consistent with the

observation that changes in transparency arrangements didn’t significantly affect the

amount of turnover routed to London.

Overall, and although coming from a different agenda, the current paper draws

methodologically from Friederich and Payne (2000) who examine order flow in UK

stocks within the London Stock Exchange, which recently introduced a limit order

book after decades of quote-driven trading. In their context, there are no competing

exchanges and in particular the trading locales are not informationally segmented

as they are here, since all trades in UK stocks are published immediately no matter

where they take place. They report evidence that broker-dealers supply valuable

liquidity which complements the order book.

3 The markets and the data

3.1 The markets

3.1.1 The Paris Bourse

The Bourse has chosen an uncompromising approach early on, with very strict con-

solidation of order flow in a limit order book regularly mentioned by practitioners

as one of the least expensive to trade in.4 It has also been successful in commercial

terms, reselling its trading system (called NSC, for Nouveau Système de Cotation) to

fourteen cash or derivatives exchanges around the world (Montreal, Toronto, Brus-

sels, Lisbon, Mexico, Saõ Paulo, Singapore, Chicago’s Globex and the Australian

derivatives exchange among the main ones) besides the three equity, options and

futures markets of France where it is in operation - but importantly, it is usually

operated elsewhere in conjunction with designated market makers and/or a trading

floor.

Order book trading The main features of the order-driven system operated by

the Paris Bourse are well-known (Biais, Hillion, and Spatt (1995), Hamon, Handa,

4See, e.g., Institutional Investor, Oct. 1997 and Oct. 1998.
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Jacquillat, and Schwartz (1995), de Jong, Nijman, and Röell (1996), Harris (1996),

Schwartz, Handa, and Tiwari (1997), Biais, Hillion, and Spatt (1999), Muscarella

and Piwowar (2001), Venkatamaran (2001)). Its most obvious characteristic is its

degree of consolidation of order flow onto the electronic order book: even though

trades beyond certain size thresholds may be executed off the book, it must be at a

price which is entirely constrained by prices in the book (we explain this in detail in

the next subsection). Another feature of the system is its high level of transparency:

pre-trade, member firms see all orders outstanding, while the five best limits on both

sides of the book as well as the last five trades are visible to non-members on a

PC. An important caveat is that, as an incentive to supply liquidity and not fully

reveal their trading intentions, traders may hide parts of limit orders (which then

lose time priority). Röell (1992, p. 169) indicates that [hidden orders] “increase the

size one can trade at any given bid-ask spread by roughly one-third to one-half” for

the one share she examines, while Harris (1996, p. 12) reports that in his sample of

French stocks “Traders often restricted order display, especially for orders with large

expected remainders (...). When the remaining size is greater than FRF 500,000, 74

percent of the Paris orders are not fully disclosed”. Therefore the fraction of orders

that is hidden increases with trade size.

In terms of post-trade transparency, trades considered “on-book” - which make up

the vast majority of trades - are published to the market immediately. Beyond

order entry, most of the trading process (trade execution, publication, matching and

clearance/settlement) is automated. The continuous part of the trading day begins

at 09:005 with a batch auction and also ends with one, a few minutes after 17:00

(continuous trading itself stops at that time, after which orders are accumulated for

5 minutes and a matching algorithm is run).

Crossed orders (Applications), whereby two orders are matched by a member firm in

an agency capacity, are allowed. They can be of any size, but must take place at or

within current book best spreads. These are extremely contraining price constraints

since, as is usual in electronic order-driven systems, the inside spread is usually posted

for small quantities and is extremely narrow. Figure 2 documents intraday patterns

in the inside spread for the actively traded stocks in our sample, which are equal

5From 20 September 1999, following the “Alliance” agreements harmonising opening hours be-
tween the main European exchanges, 10:00 before that.
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on average to about 20 basis points. Because price priority remains enforced in this

way, such trades are considered part of book order flow by the Bourse (although we

present separate activity statistics for them below).

Block trading facility Block trading arrangements have been in place in Paris for

some time but were modified during the 1990s to counter the competition from Lon-

don dealers. A first measure was to remove the obligation to hit orders outstanding

in the book at the agreed block price or better (still in effect at the NYSE “upstairs”

market) and allow Bourse member firms to supply some dealership services. These

rules have clearly been modelled on the London exchange arrangements: blocks are

defined with respect to a quantity threshold called “Normal Block Size” (Taille nor-

male des blocs, NBS hereafter), meant to represent the average institutional trade in

a stock, and corresponding roughly to 2.5% of the average daily number of shares

traded over a period of some months before.6 At the Bourse, trades of at least this

size are eligible for off-book trading, and they must take place within a weighted av-

erage spread computed by aggregating the limit orders available on both sides of the

book, up the NBS. To give a idea of the behaviour and magnitude of this weighted

average spread compared to inside spreads, figure 2 also plots intraday patterns in

“block” spreads for our sample stocks. On average, this block spread is more than

six times wider than the mean inside spread (fourchette) at 131 basis points, and

seems to exhibit a reverse-J shape, whereas the best spread has been documented in

several previous studies as U-shaped.

As a measure to counter the opacity of the London market, a different publication

regime also applies to blocks negotiated along these rules. The Bourse member

firm involved in its negotiation takes it in inventory, and disclosure is delayed for a

duration which depends on its size: for trades between 1 and 5 NBS, trade publication

is delayed by two hours, while trades above 5 NBS may be only published the next

day (at market open). This quasi-dealership role is purely voluntary on the part

of the firm involved, since the firm does not commit to maintaining a continuous

presence on the market or to trade at Normal Block Size with everyone.

These block trading arrangements have not been actively used according to Bourse

officials (Davydoff, 1996). Riva (1996; 2000) reports that such off-book block trades

6This closely resembles the “Normal Market Size” variable used in London for a long time.
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constitute about 20% of all Paris trades above one NBS by value, which themselves

make up less than 20% of total activity.7 This implies that off-book blocks represent

at most 4% of total activity. Comparisons with US markets are difficult since blocks

on the NYSE are traditionally defined as transactions of 10,000 shares or more,

irrespective of the share price. However, off-book trading activity on Paris seems

very low when compared to the amount of trading which does not correspond to pure

order book trades (i.e. either having the Specialist as counterparty or being facilitated

upstairs) at the NYSE, where blocks make up about 50% of total activity.8 Madhavan

and Cheng (1997) indicate that approximately 27% of this was facilitated upstairs

in 1994, while Madhavan and Sofianos (1998) report that NYSE stocks in the top

decile by trading frequency have an average Specialist “participation rate” of 16.5%.

Similarly, Smith, Turnbull, and White (2001) indicate that over 50% of total order

flow is facilitated upstairs on the Toronto Stock Exchange.

3.1.2 The London “International equity market”

Basic features A quotes display system called SEAQ-International had been in

operation since 1985 but was shut down in mid-1999, as a measure of goodwill fol-

lowing the so-called “Alliance” harmonisation agreements between the exchanges of

France, Germany, Italy, the UK, Switzerland, the Netherlands and Belgium. In fact

SEAQ-I had had little relevance to the order flow routed to London firms for a num-

ber of years, since the trading process occurred by bilateral phone negotiation, and

quoting activity was extremely inactive. From the evidence available, it stopped be-

ing a competing market-making system after only a few years, sometime in the late

1980s (This is documented in Friederich (2001)).

A small number of French firms have formally listed their stock on the London Ex-

change. This implies a voluntary decision by the issuing firm, which incurs the full

listing costs but is able to raise further equity finance in London. There were six

listed French companies in July 2000, four of which are included in our sample. All

other securities are simply traded by London dealers, without regard to the issuing

company (this is akin to the “Unlisted Trading Privileges” in the US whereby a stock

listed on the NYSE may become traded on the regional exchanges, discussed in Ami-

7Computed from figures for 83 stocks in “L’année boursière 1999”, Paris Bourse publication.
8NYSE 1999 Fact Book, p. 16.
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hud and Mendelson (1996)). In turn, this probably explains why very few companies

bother to list their stock at all, or keep incurring the costs of listing: the markets

are so integrated that firms are able to formally issue equity finance on their home

exchanges, and the new securities become traded in London immediately. They do

not have to list formally to enjoy the positive liquidity/investor recognition effects

associated with a second listing - or possibly to suffer the harmful effects of market

fragmentation.

The London “International Equity Market” consists today of a network of major Eu-

ropean and American banks who are dual-capacity members of the London exchange.

They voluntarily act as broker-dealers in Continental stocks, and trading with them

takes place by phone negotiation (non-anonymous by definition). This network of

firms is therefore essentially for these stocks an OTC market, and in fact the term

“London-based” broker-dealers is a simplification: they are indeed London exchange

member firms (there are several hundred of them) but they can be based anywhere

in Europe. All trades occurring in the Paris order book are automatically published

there because of the automated nature of the trading system. The EU Investment

Services Directive requires trades to be reported to a “Recognised Investment Ex-

change”, but allows for some discretion on where to report (via the so-called “ISD

waiver”) to prevent widespread multiple-reporting of trades in the case where a firm

is a member of two or more exchanges, or two parties to a trade are members of

different exchanges. LSE member firms may report off-book trades to London. It is

possible that trades concluded off the order book between two firms based in Paris

appear in the London turnover figures and intraday data: a trade can be reported to

the London exchange if one party to it is also a member of the LSE, and a number

of participants in both markets are the same large institutions.

3.1.3 Differences between the markets

One important difference between trading environments is that there is neither pre-

nor post-trade transparency in London. Quotes are no longer disseminated (as mar-

kets are no longer made), while trades are reported to market authorities for surveil-

lance purposes, but not disclosed to market participants. The markets are therefore

informationally linked but the trading information flows only one-way: London firms

have access to order book quotes and all Paris market data, but trades reported to
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the LSE are not published. Friederich (2001) reports that during French public hol-

idays which are not UK holidays, London member firm activity in these stocks goes

down to almost zero, consistent with the London market relying on the Bourse to set

prices.

Another crucial difference between the network of London dealers and the off-book

trading arrangements at the Bourse detailed above is that the former are entirely

unconstrained in the quantities they deal in (there is no NBS threshold) and, more

importantly, in the prices they negotiate over the phone with clients. On the Bourse,

the price constraints dictated by the state of the book may limit the incentives to

supply dealership services in large sizes, since the trade must be executed within the

NBS spread even if the size of the order represents several times the NBS. On the

demand side, the incentives to negotiate the terms of an off-book execution may be

limited as well, as the “block” spread computation does not take hidden orders into

account. Book execution is better for relatively small blocks if there are substantial

hidden quantities in the order book, which is normally the case for orders beyond

the best limits. Declerck (2000) thus documents that while the average displayed

block spread is 121 basis points for her sample of stocks (comparable to the 131 b.p.

figure we report), the actual spread an investor would face for the same quantity

after taking hidden quantities into account is 57 basis points, i.e. less than half the

apparent spread. As documented in the previous section, the Paris off-book trade

facility has not been widely used. This can be taken either as evidence that the order

book is liquid enough for most trading needs, or, alternatively, that traders prefer to

use the services of London firms to execute block trades.

3.2 The data

3.2.1 The Paris data

The Paris Bourse CD-Roms include straightforward transactions and best quotes

data from the electronic order book, time-stamped to the second, as well as off-

market trades in a separate file. Another file contains the weighted average spread

within which block trades must take place to be eligible for the off-book pricing and

publication regime. The Bourse data are such that when a limit order “walks up”

the book (hits several limit orders on the other side of it), the individual orders
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that are executed appear as different trades, recorded at the same time. Since this

constitutes one trade from the perspective of the trade initiator, we aggregate these

for meaningful size comparisons and compute the actual price at which the trade was

executed as the volume-weighted average of the prices of individual trades on the

other side.9 Finally, a relatively small number of after-hours trades appear in the

Paris data, and are not included here since we are interested in comparing trading

in London to Paris on-exchange activity. (Besides, these off-exchange trades may

include trades bilaterally executed with London dealers after-hours.)

3.2.2 The London data

The data supplied by the London exchange are somewhat more difficult to interpret

and process, partly because they come from a decentralised system without price

or time priority. London exchange member firms which are parties to a trade have

to report it to market authorities on the same day, unless the trade is reported to

a “Recognised Investment Exchange” (RIE) by agreement between parties to the

transaction. Although both sides to each trade have to be reported, only one side is

kept in this dataset. Even if the trade occurs between two member firms, reporting

rules for traded executed on-exchange ensure that trades do not get reported twice

(it is the selling party which reports both sides of the trade).

The trades in these data cannot be assumed to be perfectly in sequence (this is

usually the case in dealership markets, where trade reporting occurs at the end of

a negotiating process and relies on human intervention). Further, firms are allowed

to report trades executed on a given day until 22:00, leaving further uncertainty

regarding the accuracy of the time stamps (though whether time stamps are out

of sequence is not consequential for our purposes as we are not using data at an

intradaily frequency in our investigation).

9In a few instances, when circuit breakers triggered a trading halt, trading resumed with a batch
auction. These are included in our “batch” category statistics, even though they did not occur at
the beginning or the end of the trading day.
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3.2.3 Sample selection

Our sample comprises 6 calendar months of intraday data from both markets, 125

trading days after excluding national holidays in one country or the other from the

beginning of July to Christmas Eve 1999. We simply selected the 30 stocks which

were most actively traded over the sample period and are all components of the

leading CAC 40 index. We ended up removing two stocks, because of missing data

over part of the sample period.

Table 1 gives a list of the sample companies, basic industry sector and market value

information (from the middle of the sample period), as well as the value of the

“Normal Block Size” expressed in number of shares. The last column reports the

Euro equivalent of one NBS for illustration, a reflection of the fraction of a firm’s

ownership held by institutions. All stocks were listed in Paris and four of them were

listed on the main London Stock Exchange, which is denoted by a star following the

company name. The largest firm in the sample, France Télécom, is twenty-five times

bigger than the smallest one (Usinor). France Télécom is something of an outlier

however, and if excluded, the next largest company is about ten times the size of the

smallest.

4 Trading activity and market shares

4.1 Trading activity by market

Table 2 gives detailed summary statistics on trading activity for both markets. The

Paris data is further broken down by type of execution (ordinary book trades, batch,

crosses and off-book). The dataset comprises about 4.3 million trades in total, with

slightly more than 4 million executed in Paris and 276,314 reported by London firms.

While the London market share is less than 7% by number of trades, it represents

about 43.5% of the total turnover by value.10 The average trade in the London data

is more than ten times larger than that in the Bourse data, whether expressed by

value (¿64,264 in Paris, and ¿722,066 in London) or in NBS terms (about 0.059

10These numbers are consistent with figure 1, produced from exchange-supplied data at a monthly
frequency, which we aggregated by quarter.
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versus 0.621). This seems very stable over time: de Jong, Nijman, and Röell (1995,

p. 1285) report comparable size differences using data from 1991. It doesn’t imply,

of course, a “mechanical” specialisation of the two markets according to trade size:

very large orders are also executed in Paris, but not in one trade. Demarchi and

Thomas (2001) thus report that one third of institutional investors work their largest

orders over one to five business days to minimise market impact. The distributions

are strongly skewed by very large trades, and the means are much larger than the

medians.

Within the Paris market, most of the trades by frequency are book trades (98.7%),

whether executed in the opening and closing batch auctions, during the continuous

parts of the trading day, or crossed at or within book best spreads. There are 5,121

off-book block trades out of the four million, but they are very large in value, at

nearly 2 NBS, and represent 3.8% of the total value traded in Paris. There are also

many large “crossed” trades, including the largest trade in the Paris data (262.5

NBS). Ordinary (continuous) book trades are much smaller on average.

To focus on trading activity in large sizes, table 3 reports comparable distributional

statistics for large trades only (simply defined here as trades greater than or equal to

one NBS). Clearly, a great deal of the block activity is reported by London member

firms. These trades make up slightly over 70% of the total London turnover, while

the market share of London firms in total (London and Paris) block turnover by

value is 73%. Blocks make up about 20% of total Paris activity, and within this block

turnover, a large number of trades are in fact ordinary book trades. Book blocks tend

to be small in value, with over 80% of them between 1 and 2 NBS. More than 80%

of blocks reported in Paris by value are executed on-book (14% of this is executed in

either of the daily batch sessions, 23% in the continuous auction, and 44.5% represents

crossed trades). The remaining 18% (about ¿10 billion) are executed using the block

trading facility and represent a very small number of trades of very high average

value.11 We also report in table 3 detailed distributional statistics, including the 99th

percentile by trade size, which shows that the very largest trades encountered in the

Bourse data are outliers.

11As a check, these figures are consistent with the ones in Riva (1996; 2000) and the ones given
earlier in the paper. Differences besides sampling variability may be due to the recent introduction
of the closing batch session, not in use in Riva’s sample period.
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4.2 Interpretation

Comparing turnover statistics across markets is often difficult. Even within the Paris

market, turnover in the batch auction and in the continuous part of the activity

are not directly comparable (all the executed trades, the total volume bought and

the total volume sold appear in the data, instead of one side to each trade in the

continuous part of the trading, defined according to who was the “aggressor”).

The interpretation of turnover figures in Paris and London has also been hotly de-

bated between these two exchanges, and is examined in detail in Jacquillat and Gresse

(1998). A first issue was that both sides to every trade appeared in the data made

available to researchers by the LSE until 1996. This is not the case in our data (where

only the sell side is kept, as mentioned above). Secondly, while it is the case that

turnover statistics from pure auction and pure dealer markets are not comparable,

the network of London firms does not represent a dealership market in a meaningful

sense since these firms do not post binding quotes. All their trades are bilaterally and

voluntarily entered into, and it is also the case that direct trades between member

firms or involving one member firm acting in a principal capacity (for own portfolio,

supplying liquidity) occur on the book in Paris, as demonstrated in recent work by

Declerck (2000) who reports that 27% of total volume in CAC 40 stocks is done

at the Bourse in a principal capacity.12 Therefore the economic difference between

trades conducted on and off-book is much less clear than in the past, since dual ca-

pacity firms operate in Paris and London, on and off the order book and without

market-making commitments in either market. Finally, it is unclear to what extent

trades done directly in the Paris order book by London member firms would also

appear in the London data, since under the terms of the ISD “waiver” since 1996,

trades executed on a “recognised investment exchange” may be solely reported to

that exchange - in this case, the Paris one.

A separate issue is that some exceptionally large trades appear in the London data

because they comprise all trades to which a member firm was a party, unlike the

Paris data which include trades going through a consolidated and automated trading

system. These may have much more to do with the investment banking activities

of the member firms than with their trading operations (e.g. changes in controlling

12Indeed, she finds that a number of Paris-based dual capacity firms conduct more than 50% of
their total activity on the book as principals.
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interests or secondary equity offerings). A case in point are the so-called “bought

deals”: when a secondary equity offering or a partial privatisation are undertaken

in France, or when significant corporate cross-holdings are unwound, it is very often

the case that a large fraction of this newly-available equity is sold to UK and US

institutions.13 These “bought deals” are akin to the IPO process of “book-building”:

syndicates of investment banks from France, the US and the UK are formed, bid for

lines of stock, and, if they are successful, temporarily take on these very large tranches

in inventory to resell them afterwards to pension funds and other institutions in their

country of origin. These transactions typically appear in the London data (often

after-hours) but not normally in the French data (an illustration of this can be found

on 8 July 1999, the day when shares in the newly privatised Crédit Lyonnais started

trading, and London reported turnover was about three times Bourse turnover).

These events are obviously infrequent, but we filter the data to make the types of

trades reported in the two datasets more comparable. Selecting a cutoff point in terms

of size is necessarily arbitrary, and we determine it from the empirical distribution of

trades sizes. 40 NBS represents an exceptionally large transaction by any standard,

roughly the equivalent of a full day of average trading activity in one trade, and we

remove trades greater than or equal to this threshold occurring before or after hours

in the London data (on the basis of the explanations on bought deals above and

since we also do not include after-hours blocks in the Paris data). This excludes 67

London trades in total. We expect that trades of this nature will still be present in

the data but have no way of identifying them unambiguously during the common

trading hours.

4.3 Cross-sectional market shares of London firms

Table 4 reports cross-sectional evidence on daily market shares of London dealers

for all sample stocks (filtered data). The first column reports overall cross-sectional

average market shares by number of shares traded, over the whole sample period.14

13Examples of this are the offerings of Total, Elf, Thomson or France Telecom shares in recent
years. It came as something of a shock to the general public when it was revealed in the French
financial press a few years ago that from one-third to more than one-half of the capital of CAC40
companies was owned by “Anglo-saxon” institutional investors.

14While we had to express previous statistics (which were aggregated across stocks) by value or
in NBS terms, stock-by-stock market shares presented from now on and used in estimations will be
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The smallest value appears to be 34.5% (LVMH) and the highest is 52.5% (Rhône-

Poulenc). The remaining columns present distributional statistics for the daily mar-

ket shares in each stock. The median and the mean are quite comparable, while other

parameters give an idea of fluctuations of the series at a daily frequency.

4.4 Intraday patterns

Panels (a) and (b) of figure 3 show intraday trading patterns by ten-minute bins

for the Paris market, in terms of trading frequency and value traded respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 depict the same seasonals for the London market and Paris and

London combined activity.15

Trading activity in the Paris market (figure 3) displays the U-shape found in several

order-driven markets. This is more obvious when expressed in terms of value traded

than frequency (except for the first hour), which denotes a gradual increase in av-

erage trade size during the afternoon. There are two spikes in the traded volume

corresponding to the opening and closing batch auctions. Interestingly, the order of

these spikes is reversed depending on whether they are plotted by frequency or value:

while a large number of trades are executed in the morning call, they do not represent

much more than the average amounts traded by value. In the closing batch, on the

other hand, the number of trades is not much above the usual ten-minute average,

but the average trade size appears very large, producing a very high spike by value.

In the London data (figure 4), trading activity generally also seems to increase during

the afternoon and there is a very high spike in reported volumes at the time of the

Paris market close. Examination of the data reveals that these trades are reported at

exactly 17:00, therefore a few minutes before the Paris closing call. This activity may

partly constitute inventory rebalancing by London firms, or, alternatively, customer

trades that are prearranged with London dealers to take place at the closing price,

as found in US data by Barclay and Hendershott (2000). The observed increase in

average trade size over the afternoon is consistent with this. Cushing and Madhavan

(2000) similarly report evidence indicating a preference for institutional investors to

trade at (or slightly before) market close, either because prices are best established

computed by number of shares traded, to avoids biases due to fluctuations in exchange rates.
15In these figures, we only use data from 20 September onwards, the new opening hours (08:00 in

London, 09:00 Paris time), and everything is expressed in Paris time (London time + 1 hour).
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at that time, or because they have an incentive to trade at closing prices since they

are used to compute benchmark returns. This translates into a higher demand for

immediacy at the end of the trading day. While there is also a batch auction at

09:00 in the Paris market, we do not observe a corresponding spike in the London

data. This may be interpreted as further evidence that London firms are relying on

price discovery in the home market, and are not actively present in the market at the

beginning of the day, when prices are still uncertain. Their participation increases

over the day, and becomes high around Bourse close, when prices are best-established.

The distribution of trade sizes in the London data in the 17:00 spike and afterwards

appear very comparable, and significantly greater than the trades occurring there

during the Bourse opening times (median of 0.16 versus 0.08 NBS, and mean of 0.8

versus 0.5 NBS).

The second feature of the London figures is that a sizeable part of the activity reported

there seems to occur after-hours (after this 17:00 spike). It is not clear whether part

of this is simply due to trades being reported in batch by London firms at the end

of the trading day. Although transaction reports must in principle bear an accurate

time stamp (the time of the trade and not that of the report), the trade reporting

requirements in these stocks do not appear to be strictly enforced. Consistent with

batch reporting of trades by some firms at fixed times, spikes appear on the hour

at exactly 09:00, 10:00, 12:00 and 13:00 (Paris time), most clearly on the graph by

frequency. On the other hand, there is no clear incentive for dealers to “manage”

reporting times (e.g. report trades having a high informational content as late as

possible in the day) since even though the trades are reported to market authorities,

they are not disclosed to market participants. Comparison of graphs depicting total

activity by frequency and value (figure 5) confirm that after-hours trading represents

a small number of trades but they are large on average.

5 Panel analysis of market shares

To examine the nature of the order flow sent to London, we specify a panel regression

where the dependent variable is the market share of London dealers computed at a

daily frequency (for which descriptive statistics were given in table 4 above). This

leaves 3,500 observations in the dataset. A clear advantage of using a daily frequency
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in econometric terms is that although the dependent variable is bounded at zero and

one, we do not observe a clustering of values at these bounds (as the “minimum”

and “maximum” columns in table 4 indicate) since there is always some trading of

these stocks in London on every day in our sample, and conversely, there is always a

significant amount of activity taking place at the Bourse. Besides, this allows us to

include all the trading activity in a given interval without having to drop observations

occurring in London after Paris opening hours (which we would have to do if using

an intradaily frequency).

We wish to test whether the decision to trade in London is dependent on the state

of the Paris order book. For regressors in our panel, we compute measures of trade

characteristics, book liquidity, overall activity as well as volatility, which may deter-

mine diversion of order flow towards broker-dealers. The Normal Block Size variable

supplies a way to express several of these regressors in a standard that is specific

to each stock and more meaningful than pure quantity or money terms. Of chief

interest, following early evidence in Röell (1992), are variables proxying the ability

to trade in blocks quickly and with a low price impact. The survey results from

Demarchi and Thomas (2001) are consistent with this and provide further guidance

in our specification. The panel equation to be estimated is:

LonShareit = α0 + α1Depthit + α2Totvalit + α3Imbalit + α4Sizeit

+α5V olit + α6Sprit + εit

where the independent variables are as follows:

Depthit is a measure of order book depth, loosely defined as the ability to trade in

large sizes quickly and with a “small” price impact. Earlier evidence suggests

that this is likely to be the most important variable. The measure of depth we

construct makes use of the “block” spread variable mentioned above: with these

quotes available continuously and for fixed quantities, it is easy to compute the

(percentage) slope that these pairs of prices and quantities imply, conceptually

not unlike a Kyle λ, the slope of a pricing function under assumptions of linear-

ity, and equal to Pa(Q)−Pb(Q)

2Q
where Q denotes the Normal Block Size in number
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of shares and Pa(Q) and Pb(Q) denote the ask at bid prices for this quantity.16

We compute a time-weighted average of this over daily intervals. As a final step

we take the inverse of this measure to make it more readily interpretable (depth

is greater as it increases), and expect the market share of London dealers to be

negatively related to this variable (α̂1 < 0).

Totvalit is a measure of total activity (expressed in NBS terms), computed by ag-

gregating the total value traded over daily intervals. A limit order book should

function more smoothly and efficiently as trading activity in it increases, re-

flecting a greater likelihood of execution. The “continuity” services of dealers

might therefore be less needed, other things equal, as the volume traded in

Paris increases, if there is no excess buy or excess sell pressure. The coefficient

on this variable is expected to appear with a negative sign (α̂2 < 0).

Imbalit is a measure of order flow imbalance (in NBS), since another aspect of

London dealers’ immediacy service might involve taking the other side of trades

when the order flow in the book is unbalanced. To compute this regressor, we

need to assign a direction to the trades in our data, as explained in detail in

the Appendix. The imbalance measure then involves computing the net value

traded over each daily interval, by taking the absolute value of buy minus sell

trades, a simple proxy also used in Blume, MacKinlay, and Terker (1989). Our

priors are that the estimated coefficient should appear with a positive sign

(α̂3 > 0).

Sizeit is the daily average trade size in a stock for each daily interval. The results in

Demarchi and Thomas (2001) indicate that the trade size as a fraction of daily

volume is an important determinant in the decision to trade off the book, which

is exactly the idea captured by this variable since the trade size is expressed in

NBS terms. We expect a positive estimated coefficient here (α̂4 > 0).

V olit is a measure of volatility, computed as the (daily) standard deviation of squared

10-minute returns. There are two reasons why we might expect the order flow

sent to dealers to be sensitive to volatility: on the one hand, dealership services

might be more required at times of greater price uncertainty and therefore

16This measure can be standardised across stocks by dividing it by the block quotes midpoint. It
doesn’t affect our results.
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greater execution risk.17 On the other hand, there is evidence that London

dealers use home market prices to set their own, and do not trade when the

Bourse is closed or when circuit breakers come into play in Paris (Friederich

(2001)). They might therefore tend to withdraw from the market when prices

become volatile and difficult to use in the pricing of off-book trades. The

relationship between dealers’ market share and volatility may be non-linear,

and our priors are unclear.

Finally, Sprit represents a measure of the cost of trading in small sizes in the book,

the (time-weighted) relative best spreads.18 The survey evidence in Demarchi

and Thomas seems to indicate that such a measure of the cost of trading ranks

low when deciding on an off-book execution. Intuition suggests a positive but

not necessarily strongly significant coefficient.

Since these regressors measure different dimensions of liquidity, an a priori concern

is multicollinearity between them, but it does not appear to be severe: the highest

pairwise correlation by far is the one between the imbalance measure and the total

activity regressor (0.69), but is not in itself high enough to warrant dropping one of

these variables. Other pairwise correlations do not appear very high (suggesting in

particular that - at this frequency at least - best spreads are not a satisfactory proxy

for dimensions of liquidity such as depth). The condition number of the six regressors

together is 6.31, which is not indicative of significant multicollinearity.

6 Results

The residuals from a simple fixed-effects estimation display cross-sectional correla-

tion (unsurprisingly perhaps since our regressors are all stock-specific and recent work

such as Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2000) points to common components in

liquidity) as well as groupwise heteroskedasticity. We therefore use a panel GLS es-

timator robust to both problems. The results of the regression, reported in table

5, are that all of the estimated coefficients are statistically significant (only one of

17The role of volatility in determining off-book execution is not explicitly considered in the survey
of Demarchi and Thomas.

18Therefore this variable and the depth one are the only two which are not expressed in Normal
Block Sizes.
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them marginally so). Economically, they are relatively easy to interpret since several

regressors are expressed in NBS, and they generally conform with intuition: all esti-

mated coefficient on the regressors appear with the expected sign when we had clear

priors with the exception of one of them.

The negative coefficient on the depth variable indicates that London-based dealers

step in to supply depth or immediacy when it is lacking from the Paris order book.

Consistent with expectations, it appears to be the most highly significant statistically.

Demarchi and Thomas (2001) report that institutional investors place the minimisa-

tion of price impact at the top of their concerns when trading. Our finding confirms

that on days when the price impact of executing a large trade in Paris is high (the

slope of the pricing schedule is steep), order flow migrates to London firms.

Turning to the second explanatory variable, the estimated coefficient on the average

trade size regressor appears positive and strongly significant. This is also consistent

with expectations that the London market is more successful on days when trade size

tends to be larger, and the price schedules constructed in Röell (1992) that indicate

that although the London market is uncompetitive at small trade sizes, it is much

deeper than the Paris book, and should be the preferred trade venue for large trades.

Our results confirm this conjecture.

The estimated coefficient on the measure of total activity is negative and strongly

significant, which indicates as expected that the order book is more successful as

trading activity in it increases. The higher the level of trading activity, the higher

the likelihood of order execution (provided that the order flow in not unbalanced),

consistently with the survey results in Demarchi and Thomas (2001) where a major

concern of fund managers is execution risk.

The coefficient on the imbalance regressor indicates that order flow is switched to-

wards broker-dealers at times of excess buy or sell pressure. This is evidence that

broker-dealers voluntarily take on what is traditionally a central role of designated

market-making intermediaries.

The coefficient on the volatility measure is also positive but not significant. Our

priors were unclear, and we examine the behaviour of this regressor further in the

next subsection.

Finally, the estimated coefficient on the cost of trading variable appears negative
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and significant. This is somewhat surprising, and may constitute evidence of a very

different behaviour of the measure of depth and the measure of liquidity at the inside

spread, possibly due to the competitive liquidity supply behaviour documented in

Biais, Hillion, and Spatt (1995), whereby limit orders are posted within the spread

when markets are active and liquidity is more demanded, in order to gain (price)

execution priority. Similarly, Hamon (1996) documents that “block” spreads widen

but best spreads actually narrow between a block trade and the next one. There is

some evidence that on days of high activity, temporary order flow imbalances, and

provided that information-based trades do not dominate, trading activity moves to

the front of the order book, limit order placement occurs within the spread, which

tends to be narrower than on average. Declerck (2000) also reports that competition

between liquidity suppliers intensifies at times of greater volatility.

As a first check, we applied a logistic transformation (of the form log(x/1 − x))

to this variable to make it more informative. The estimates with the transformed

dependent variable were extremely comparable in terms of significance to those from

the untransformed model. Another concern was that the takeover contest involving

Société Générale and BNP over part of the sample period produced very high stock

price volatility (among others). We also observed very high volatility in the week of

Christmas for some stocks, presumably due to (or exacerbated by) thin trading. We

therefore ran the estimation again after removing these stocks and trading days for

that week from the sample. The results were not materially affected.

Taken together, we feel these results strongly suggest that while competition and

diversion of order flow are not ruled out at times, London dealers also complement

the Paris order book in liquidity terms.

6.1 Order flow in large and small trades

As a complement to these results, we ran separate regressions where the market share

dependent variable was recomputed only including a subset of the trades (based on

trade size) sent to London firms, in order to examine whether there may be different

components to the order flow routed to them. We suspect that different categories

of trades might be differently sensitive to some of the regressors defined above. We

first focus on very large trades and recompute the dependent variable including only
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trades of at least one NBS in size (which together represent 70% of the London order

flow by value, as noted from table 3). We then include only the smaller trades in the

order flow sent to dealers. A cutoff point is somewhat arbitrary and we choose to keep

all trades up to the London median trade size (0.1 NBS). Note that this is a relatively

small trade size by London standards but it is large by Paris market standards, since

0.1 NBS corresponds to the 90th percentile of the trade size distribution at the Bourse.

We therefore do not consider trades in the intermediate ]0.1, 1[ NBS interval to try

and pick up a clear-cut effect. The order flow in small trades appear much more

highly autocorrelated within stocks, likely a reflection of order flow preferencing and

internalisation, and we use a panel GLS specification which adjusts for unit-specific

AR(1) disturbances. There were no block trades executed in London on a few days in

the sample, but the incidence of zeroes in the dependent variable remains too small

(79 in total) to be a cause of concern. (There were small trades in London for every

day in the sample.) Therefore no major econometric issues seem to arise from doing

this.

The results, reported in table 6, are interesting to examine together with the previ-

ous set of estimates (coefficient magnitudes are obviously not comparable since the

dependent variables are not the same). The significance of the estimated coefficients

on total value traded and volatility are of chief interest. The coefficient on total value

traded is no longer significant for the “block” order flow, indicating that for very large

trades, the level of activity in the book is immaterial in determining whether a trade

will be routed to the dealers. The estimated coefficients on the volatility regressor

are consistent with the hypothesis that London dealers will increase their activity

in smaller trades when markets are more volatile (supply price certainty by taking

trades in inventory) but will avoid trading in blocks at times of greater uncertainty

(although the coefficient for the block order flow is not significant at conventional

levels. This may be due of the fact that the data will still contain large trades done

for investment banking operations, which introduces noise).

6.2 Competition versus fragmentation

Could our findings be alternatively interpreted as evidence that at times of high

dealer market share, the diversion of order flow to London draws liquidity from the

order book and not the other way around? We believe this interpretation would leave
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several questions unanswered.

At a basic level, our results are consistent with the descriptions of the trading process

and the motivations for trading off the order-driven venue on the part of institutions

summarised in Demarchi and Thomas (2001). More importantly perhaps, such an

alternative hypothesis would have to explain why dealers are successful in attracting

order flow in the first place. Because of liquidity externalities, order flow has a natural

tendency to consolidate. Earlier evidence seems to rule out differential opacity, taxes,

and trading costs. A possibility is that the order flow sent to London firms is pref-

erenced or internalised to these firms by their own customers. While such order flow

may reduce the liquidity of the domestic exchange on average, it will be constantly

diverted off the Bourse, and not in a manner related to the state of liquidity on it.

We believe our findings to be consistent with the last remaining rationale evoked in

earlier research by Röell (1992) which suggested that dealers supply a distinct liq-

uidity service from the domestic market (or supply liquidity when it is lacking from

it).

Our results are generally consistent with the stylised fact that in many markets,

dealers are formally designated to complement order books at times of order flow

imbalances and price uncertainty. Similarly, less-liquid stocks are not judged suitable

for order book trading, and the continuity services of dealers are needed. Liquidity

is a dynamic concept, and there are times when markets are slow, execution risk is

high, and stocks that are actively traded on average behave like illiquid ones: dealer

intermediaries are required.

7 Summary and conclusion

In earlier research on European cross-traded securities, it was unclear whether London-

based firms were only acting as pure brokers in Continental stocks or whether they

also assumed a dealership function, supplying immediacy in large trade sizes or when

liquidity was lacking from the domestic order book. In this paper, we report evidence

consistent with the latter: dealers appear to step in when depth in the home market

is low, the average trade size is large, or when the order flow is unbalanced. At times

of increased trading activity in the home order book, on the other hand, the Bourse

share of the total turnover is greater, reflecting lower execution risk.
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A main finding of the study of liquidity supply through limit order placement on the

Paris order book by Biais, Hillion and Spatt (1995) is that traders provide liquidity

by submitting limit orders within the outstanding best quotes when the spread is

rather wide or the order book is thin. In the current paper, we supply evidence on

the existence of another level of voluntary, competitive liquidity supply outside the

same limit order book. These results are important to interpret the functioning of

the market in French stocks at large, and they outline the usefulness of examining the

whole of the trading activity in a sample of stocks. A potential implication is that

researchers using only Bourse data must pay particular attention to possible sample

selection biases, because they would be in effect focusing on a subsample of the total

order flow in French stocks with particular characteristics.

European equity markets have converged towards strikingly similar structures: while

the London Stock Exchange and the Paris Bourse represented polar opposites in the

mid-1980s, the former has introduced an electronic order book for trading in UK

stocks in 1997 (Friederich and Payne, 2000), and the latter has gradually become

supplemented by the liquidity services of dual-capacity firms, on and off-exchange.

These trends are consistent with demise of pure dealership markets predicted by

theory (Glosten (1994), Black (1995)) but the results in the current paper also re-

inforce our view that there are no “pure” trading systems: there remains a role for

non-anonymous trading (especially in large sizes) and dealer liquidity.
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8 Appendix: data processing

In this appendix, we explain how we assigned trade direction to the trades in both

datasets, for the computation of the order flow imbalance variable.

To begin with the Paris exchange data, there are four distinct types of trades. Assign-

ing direction is relatively straightforward for “ordinary” order book trades, triggered

by an order hitting a quote on the other side of the book. They can be signed

with (presumably) complete reliability, as they are time-stamped electronically and

can therefore be matched with the immediately prevailing quote to assign direction.

Trades in the opening and closing batch auctions are not assigned a particular di-

rection as they are pure matched trades. The same holds for crossed trades. The

fourth category of trades in the data are off-book blocks. Several ways of assigning

a direction to these blocks in the Bourse data are mentioned in Riva (2000), where

the author applies four different algorithms and only assigns a direction if they yield

the same answer. By doing this however, he reports a success rate of only about

40%. There is a trade-off between the accuracy of the results and the proportion of

trades to which direction will be assigned. For our purposes, the direction has to

be correct on average, but would obviously rather not drop 60% of blocks from our

data.19 Therefore we simply determine trade direction by the distance of the trade

price from the “Normal Block Size” quotes, with indeterminacy if the trade occurs

at the midpoint or in the middle 20% band around it. Since off-book blocks have

to take place within this spread as mentioned above, this should produce reasonably

reliable results.

We signed trades in the London data in much the same way: given the level of

informational integration of the two markets (particularly since the services of London

dealers are used by very well-informed institutional investors), it is hard to see how

the prices of London-reported trades could diverge significantly from the price of

trading blocks in Paris.20 On the assumption that London prices should not stray

from the Paris “block” quotes in such a way as to make them unusable to assign

trade direction, we apply the same method to sign the trades in the London data

19But note that off-book blocks only represent, as mentioned before, a relatively small proportion
of value traded, such that even excluding them may not significantly alter our order imbalance
measurement.

20Such evidence is supplied for instance in Pagano and Röell (1993), who show that the quotes of
London dealers follow book prices over the trading day.
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as we applied to off-book blocks. As mentioned before, it may be that the trades

reported after-hours were actually executed earlier in the day and reported after Paris

opening hours. We use closing quotes to assign a direction to after-hours trades or

alternatively treat those trades like the batch auctions in Paris by not assigning them

a particular direction (i.e., ignoring them for the purposes of this computation). This

does not alter the behaviour of our imbalance proxy significantly.
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Table 1: Basic information on sample securities

Company Sector MV NBS (Euro equiv.)
Accor Leisure and hotels 7894.74 3000 654,000
Air Liquide Chemicals 12005.18 5000 436,500
Alcatel Electronics 25713.67 20000 2,588,000
Axa Insurance 41194.42 20000 2,336,000
BNP Banking 28106.57 20000 1,125,000
Canal Plus Media 7256.98 5000 173,400
Cap Gemini IT 11344.98 10000 735,000
Carrefour General Retailer 34307.84 12000 1,766,400
Crédit Lyonnais Banking 9001.40 50000 831,600
France Télécom Telecoms 82020.40 40000 3,202,000
Groupe Danone* Food 16957.38 5000 1,158,000
Lafarge* Building materials 10392.49 5000 496,250
LVMH Beverages 27127.58 4000 1,108,000
Michelin Automobile 6183.44 10000 449,000
L’Oréal Cosmetics 40225.70 2000 1,190,000
Peugeot Automobile 9422.58 4000 752,000
Pinault-Printemps Retailer 20657.27 4000 703,600
Renault Automobile 12181.77 15000 508,000
Rhône-Poulenc Pharmaceuticals 18216.99 25000 979,000
Saint-Gobain* Diversified industrials 15048.17 6000 1,037,400
SANOFI Pharmaceuticals 28362.35 20000 776,000
Schneider Electronics 10697.14 10000 682,000
Société Générale Banking 20140.18 10000 1,937,000
Suez-Lyon. des Eaux Utility 22981.68 8000 1,214,400
Total-Fina* Oil 41474.78 25000 2,374,000
Usinor Steel & other metals 3244.53 25000 266,800
Valeo Car industry supplier 5681.89 5000 343,500
Vivendi Support services 39024.13 30000 1,987,500

Notes: the table gives basic information on the cross-listed securities in our sample: company
name, industry sector, market value in million Euros as at 1 October 1999, and “Normal Block
Size”, a stock-specific measure of average institutional transaction size in number of shares. To
illustrate, the final column reports the equivalent of 1 NBS in ¿’000s, using closing price on 1
October 1999. A star after the company name indicates a full London listing (besides the home
market listing); other stocks are simply traded by London dealers.
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Table 2: Summary statistics on trading activity by market

Paris London
Overall of which:

Book trades Block facility
Continuous Batch Crosses

Number of trades
4,021,892 3,383,751 593,603 42,683 5,121 276,314

Value traded (¿’000s)
Total 258.5×106 192.1×106 24,929,560 31,595,286 11.65×106 199.5×106

Mean 64.26 56.78 41.99 740.23 2,274.96 722.07
σ̂ 520.48 144.45 566.26 3,600.95 6,727.41 4,891.32

Quantity traded (NBS)
Total 236,713.34 175,931.27 21,450.50 27,818.97 10,138.98 171,197.93
Mean 0.059 0.052 0.036 0.652 1.979 0.621
σ̂ 0.603 0.251 0.480 3.607 7.151 2.909

Distribution of traded quantity (NBS)
Min 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.000025 0.024 0.00003
5% 0.00035 0.00047 0.00017 0.00095 0.08 0.00325
25% 0.00187 0.00213 0.0008 0.0076 0.225 0.025
Median 0.0076 0.01 0.0025 0.078 0.56 0.1
75% 0.04 0.045 0.01 0.40 1.6 0.4
95% 0.222 0.216 0.141 2.5 6.341 2.5
Max 262.5 29.14 133.33 262.5 152.45 302.01

Skewness 191.85 39.51
Kurtosis 58,096.34 3,447.62

Notes: the table gives descriptive statistics on trading activity for the Paris market and the London-reported trades, for a sample of 28 actively
traded stocks from June to December 1999. Traded value is in thousands of Euros, traded quantity in Normal Block Sizes. The Paris figures are
further broken down into ordinary book trades, trades executed in the opening and closing batch auctions, crossed trades, and off-book trades.
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Table 3: Summary statistics on large trades by market

Paris London
Overall of which:

Book trades Batch Crosses Block facility
Number of trades

21,435 11,181 2,654 5,745 1,855 35,981
Value traded (¿’000s)

Total 52,681,480 11,942,139 7,495,709 23,439,204 9,804,428 141.6×106

Mean 2,457.73 1,068.07 2,824.31 4,078.93 5,285.41 3,937.01
σ̂ 6,497.99 1,031.97 7,830.89 9,083.43 10,505.14 13,071.65

Quantity traded (NBS)
Total 55,054.328 16,948.210 6,849.277 22,293.135 8,962.702 131,561.5
Mean 2.747 1.793 2.581 3.880 4.832 3.656
σ̂ 7.401 3.398 6.608 9.124 11.329 7.326

Distribution of traded quantity (NBS)
Min 1 1 1 1 1 1
5% 1 1 1 1 1.03 1
25% 1.095 1.019 1.119 1.27 1.44 1.310
Median 1.43 1.250 1.445 2 2.16 2
75% 2.138 1.666 2.058 3.375 3.75 3.649
95% 6.250 2.968 5 10.728 14.309 10.711
99% 20.101 5 29.477 37.501 70.731 25.901
Max 262.5 29.142 133.333 262.5 152.45 302.013

Notes: the table gives descriptive statistics on block trading activity for the Paris market and the London-reported trades, for a sample of 28
actively traded stocks from June to December 1999. Blocks are defined as all trades greater than or equal to 1 “Normal Block Size”, about 2.5% of
average daily trading volume. Traded value is in thousands of Euros, traded quantity in Normal Block Sizes. The Paris figures are further broken
down into ordinary book trades, trades executed in the opening and closing batch auctions, crossed trades, and off-book trades.
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Table 4: London dealers’ market share statistics by stock

Company Overall Distribution of daily values
C/S mean σ̂ Min 10% Median 90% Max

Accor 0.380 0.123 0.060 0.211 0.353 0.509 0.680
Air Liquide 0.364 0.139 0.076 0.143 0.331 0.506 0.766
Alcatel 0.423 0.109 0.148 0.286 0.395 0.538 0.801
AXA-UAP 0.400 0.102 0.182 0.270 0.373 0.524 0.747
BNP 0.440 0.098 0.090 0.294 0.434 0.541 0.678
Canal + 0.372 0.125 0.098 0.170 0.371 0.508 0.605
Cap Gemini 0.483 0.114 0.117 0.292 0.459 0.578 0.734
Carrefour 0.435 0.109 0.180 0.238 0.404 0.538 0.698
Crédit Lyonnais 0.471 0.148 0.065 0.134 0.299 0.518 0.740
France Télécom 0.378 0.107 0.061 0.243 0.372 0.492 0.827
Groupe Danone 0.381 0.123 0.102 0.187 0.361 0.499 0.741
Lafarge 0.427 0.131 0.127 0.232 0.410 0.598 0.793
LVMH Moët-Vuitton 0.345 0.098 0.126 0.212 0.333 0.465 0.586
Michelin 0.404 0.150 0.059 0.159 0.363 0.543 0.813
L’Oréal 0.360 0.114 0.057 0.196 0.334 0.471 0.770
Peugeot 0.423 0.156 0.059 0.212 0.355 0.593 0.865
Pinault-Printemps 0.365 0.124 0.084 0.192 0.340 0.512 0.722
Renault 0.416 0.143 0.089 0.205 0.361 0.580 0.819
Rhône Poulenc 0.525 0.122 0.081 0.351 0.483 0.640 0.789
St-Gobain 0.465 0.131 0.144 0.259 0.447 0.583 0.816
SANOFI 0.426 0.121 0.067 0.233 0.412 0.546 0.770
Schneider 0.451 0.139 0.054 0.234 0.405 0.583 0.712
Société Générale 0.487 0.137 0.105 0.248 0.418 0.586 0.837
Suez-Lyon. des Eaux 0.391 0.109 0.083 0.225 0.369 0.519 0.679
Total 0.504 0.122 0.160 0.310 0.438 0.585 0.890
Usinor 0.480 0.160 0.046 0.193 0.444 0.639 0.796
Valeo 0.463 0.154 0.064 0.230 0.428 0.600 0.787
Vivendi 0.419 0.091 0.204 0.284 0.401 0.500 0.633

Notes: the table reports the cross-sectional market share of London dealers in total trading
activity for 28 stocks, as well as some distributional statistics for the time-series of market shares
at a daily frequency. After-hours London trades greater than 40 times NBS are filtered out.
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Table 5: Panel regression of London dealers’ market share in total order flow

Variable Estimated coef.

Depth -103.66
(11.87)**

Total value traded -0.0000811
(2.26)*

Imbalance 0.000786
(9.33)**

Mean trade value 0.508
(8.91)**

Volatility 0.00349
(1.18)

Spreads -20.039
(4.67)**

(constant) 0.383
(44.82)**

N 3,500

Notes: the table reports coefficients estimated by a panel GLS estimator robust to cross-sectional
correlation and groupwise heteroskedasticity. The dependent variable in the regression is the
market share of London dealers. Z-stats are in parentheses, (*) denotes 5% significance for a
two-tailed test; (**) denotes 1% significance.
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Table 6: Panel regression of London dealers’ market share in total order flow, large
and small trades

Variable Estimated coef.

Large trades Smaller trades

Depth -73.413 -17.794
(-7.44)** (-15.17)**

Total value traded -0.0000233 -0.0000158
(-0.59) (-3.90)**

Imbalance 0.000893 0.0000177
(9.46)** (2.05)*

Mean value traded 0.851 -0.07006
(13.59)** (-12.38)**

Volatility -0.00394 0.00102
(-1.20) (2.44)*

Spreads -10.666 -3.829
(-2.22)* (-7.52)**

(constant) 0.225 0.0448
(23.09)** (27.62)**

Notes: the table reports coefficients estimated by a panel GLS estimator robust to cross-sectional
correlation and groupwise heteroskedasticity. The dependent variable in the regression is the
market share of London dealers in large and small trades (cols. 2 and 3, respectively). Large
trades are defined as trades of at least 1 “Normal Block Size” and small trades include those up to
the median trade size (0.1 NBS) in the London data. Z-stats are in parentheses, (*) denotes 5%
significance for a two-tailed test; (**) denotes 1% significance.
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Figure 1: Market share of London exchange member firms in total order flow in
French stocks, quarterly, 1993-2000 (computed from FESE and LSE data)
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Figure 2: Intraday patterns in best spreads and “block” spreads on the Paris Bourse
(minute by minute, 30 most actively traded stocks, June to December 1999, computed
from Paris Bourse intraday data)
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Figure 3: Intraday pattern in Paris trading activity
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Figure 4: Intraday pattern in London trading activity
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Figure 5: Intraday pattern in total trading activity
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